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THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
////
UBC REC PRESENTS: RECESS ON MAIN MALL
11 A.M. TO 3 P.M. @ MAIN MALL
Drop-in between classes for free sports and activities!
FREE

ALEXNGUYEN

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
////
FREE SKATE AT DOUG MITCHELL SPORTS CENTRE
11 A.M. TO 3:30 P.M. @ DOUG MITCHELL
Better a free skate than a cheap skate!
FREE
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It will not be tolerated.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
////
34TH ANNUAL WELCOME BACK BBQ
4 TO 9 P.M. OUTSIDE THE AMS NEST
Jauz, Whipped Cream and The Afrolution are performing.
$35-50
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UBC and AMS launching
initiative to steer community
away from sugary beverages

BC government introduces
information campaign to
combat sexual violence on
post-secondary campuses
D ETO U
S C A V E N C E R
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"Student life should never include any type of sexualized violence or misconduct."
Samantha McCabe
Coordinating Editor

"This is not about banning anything from students."
Faiz Vagh
Contributor

This fall, UBC and the AMS are
unveiling a campaign to promote
healthy beverage consumption
and limit sugary drinks on
campus — but this does not mean
a ban on sugar.
The Healthy Beverage
Initiative (HBI) aims to gradually
steer the UBC community away
from sugary beverages like
soda through health education
and operational changes, with
the support of UBC and UBC
Okanagan Food Services,
Athletics and Recreation as well
as the AMS.
Inspired by a similar initiative
at the University of California
San Francisco, UBC — an early
adopter of the Okanagan Charter
that seeks to "embed health into
all aspects of campus" — began
exploring the HBI in November
2016 through a food and nutrition
working group. The group is
chaired by Melissa Baker, manager
of nutrition and wellbeing at UBC
Student Housing and Hospitality,
and Director of UBC Wellbeing
Matt Dolf.
UBC executives approved the
group's HBI proposal in April
2018, according to Baker.
"The overall goal is to make
UBC a healthier place," she
said "This is the most impactful
initiative that we can work on so
far but it's [part of] an overall goal."
Besides educating the
community about the health
impacts of beverage choices,
the initiative will also promote
the consumption of non- or less
sugary beverages. In particular,

tap water is going to be made
more accessible for community
members with more water
fixtures and signs.
"Our position on bottled water
is [that it's] a necessary evil," said
Colin Moore, director of UBC
Food Services.
"The number one thing we
want people to know is [to] drink
tap water — it's safe... Failing
that decision and if you have to
buy a bottled beverage, we would
encourage you to buy bottled water."
At the same time, sugary
beverages' placement and
advertisements will be changed to
make them less prominent.
For example, the AMS will
move away from having the
"really obvious" advertisement
for Red Bull in the Nest and
toward promotion for water, plain
milk, tea and coffee. The society
will also explore the placement of
sugary beverages away from eyelevel in vending machines.
"The AMS is going to have more
healthy options going forward,"
said AMS VP Academic and
University Affairs Max Holmes.
"This is a very gradual change
— it's one where we're listening
to students about what they want
and it's important that we're
offering the choices that students
want from our outlets."
Similarly, UBC will be looking
into how to best implement this
change by comparing a small number
of locations with no sale of sugary
beverages against similar locations
that do. The university is also doing
a research project, which is led by
Dr. Guy Faulkner, a professor from
the School of Kinesiology, to see how
students are responding to HBI.
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But as stressed by both UBC
and the AMS, this does not mean
a ban on sugary beverages.
"This is not about banning
anything from students," Moore
said. "I think students are smarter
than that — I don't think they
want to hear that message."
When asked how UBC Food
Services would reconcile HBI
with their modified exclusive
contract with Coca Cola — where
the university can only buy from
other providers if Coca Cola
doesn't sell an equivalent product
— Moore said the company is
actively supporting the initiative.
"We're going to be working
as partners with them on the
HBI actions," he said. "It's not
about not working with vendors
— we're working with them and
the community to do the right
research."
"It's been really inspirational
to see the first university ever, at
least in Canada, work with a cold
beverage provider to see how we can
offer healthier beverages in more
prominent places," Baker added.
"I'm hoping that other
universities in Canada will
see this and work with their
providers to do this."
For the AMS, Holmes noted
that the society will also be
working to keep their business
operations "healthy and
sustainable" while carrying out
HBI as they give back to the AMS'
services and operations.
"Making sure that those
businesses are healthy and
sustainable is always important
because our priority is [that]
we can serve our membership,"
Holmes said. U

The BC government has introduced
an information campaign that aims
at preventing sexual violence and
misconduct on post-secondary
campuses across the province.
According to a statement from
Minister of Advanced Education,
Skills and Training Melanie Mark,
the campaign will focus on raising
awareness of sexual violence on
campuses. It will attempt to reach
primarily male students across BC
through social media, drinking
venues and campus media.
"Statistics show that men are
disproportionately the instigators
and perpetrators of sexual assault
and violence, most often against
women, and that around one in
every five women will experience
sexualized violence while studying at
a post-secondary institution," Mark
wrote in an emailed response to a
question asking why the campaign
targeted male students.
Education is especially key at
the start of the school year — a time
commonly known as the "red zone,"
when research shows a majority of
sexual assaults occur.
"Student life should never
include any type of sexualized
violence or misconduct," Mark's
statement reads. "However, we know
that roughly two-thirds of sexual
assaults on campus occur during the
first eight weeks of school."
All 25 post-secondary institutions
in the province are involved in the
campaign in some way.

UBC is also putting effort towards
preventing sexual misconduct going
into September. After receiving
criticism from the community over
their sluggish implementation of
the new sexual misconduct policy,
which came into effect in May 2017,
the university is amping up efforts to
raise awareness of sexual assault and
support services for UBC community
members.
"I think one of the things that the
awareness campaigns speaks to is
that everybody on campus can play
a positive role in the prevention of
sexual violence by doing at least one
thing and supporting survivors —
making sure that they know what
resources are available, but also
taking action to combat those social
norms that support inequality that
leads to sexual violence in the first
place," said Sonya Boyce, director of
UBC's Sexual Violence Prevention
and Response Office.
While Boyce acknowledged
the concept of the "red zone," she
hopes to keep UBC's education
and prevention initiatives
at the forefront of campus
consciousness all year long.
In partnership with the AMS, the
university is holding a "We Believe
You" campaign, with large banners
to be put up at multiple locations
across campus that students can sign
to pledge their support for survivors.
"The most important thing that
we want to convey is that for those
who are impacted by sexual violence,
there is support available for you and
that support is available for you on
campus," Boyce said. ^

.1^

UBC and the AMS are holding a "We Believe You" campaign.
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"Unrealistic expectation": UBC swamped with access to information requests
By type
Type
|

Private individuals

|

Businesses

|

Association/Interest Group

|

Lawyers and other professionals
Journalists

about public institution in 2017
- beating the Vancouver Police
Department and the City of White
Rock by narrow margins.
It's also the first time in
the OIPC's history that an
educational institution has made
its annual top 10 list.
Hancock responded that the
OIPC's ranking doesn't take into
account the complexity of the
organization, adding that "UBC's
position is almost always upheld"
in OIPC cases.
"[It] confirms that we are
applying the FIPPA in an
appropriate manner," he wrote. ^

effort to respond to an information
request within the lawful time
allowed, which is the same 30 days
as in BC. The university had been
granted a 75-day extension by the
OIPC, which it also violated.
In reply to the commissioner's
decision, the University of
Alberta said it was experiencing
a "significant increase" in volume
and complexity of information
requests. Despite hiring more staff,
the university "continues to struggle
to meet the statutory timelines in the
Act," stated the university.
BC's OIPC reported that UBC
was the seventh-most complained

2017 FOI requests by university
November 2016

November 2015

March 2017

July 2017

Zak Vescera & David Nixon
News Editor & Contributor

If you want public documents
from UBC, you'd better get in line.
UBC is receiving the
highest number of freedom of
information (FOI) requests to
any Canadian university by far,
causing the university's response
time to rise well beyond the
typical legal limit.
In 2017, UBC received 395
requests under BC's Freedom
of Information and Protection
of Privacy Act (FIPPA), an
increase of 20 per cent since
2016. That's more than three
times as many requests received
by the University of Toronto, the
country's largest university in
terms of students and research
funding.
"I think they're really slowing
down," said Joey Hansen,
executive director of the
Association of Administrative
and Professional Staff (AAPS).
As the largest employee group at
UBC with 4,500 members, AAPS
often makes FOI requests on its
members' behalf.
According to Hansen, his
office recently waited one year
to receive a routine request from
UBC for an AAPS member's
personal records. UBC attributed
this delay to its backlog, which it
says is about 160 files.
Under FIPPA, information
requests have to be returned
within 30 working days and
institutions can expand that to
60 when necessary. But in 2017,
UBC's average file time was
134 days, and in 2018,151 days.
In 2015, as requests related to
former UBC President Arvind
Gupta's abrupt resignation
flooded the office, the average

time for a file to be completed
was only around 40 days.
Efforts to increase the office's
capacity have been unable to meet
the growing demand.
"We have tripled the number
of staff who process FOI requests
since 2013," UBC's Privacy
and Information Counsel Paul
Hancock wrote in a statement to
The Ubyssey. "Unfortunately, in
the same period, the number of
pages of records being processed
through FOI requests has almost
quadrupled."
Hansen said that's not a valid
excuse for the rising delay times.
"They can't rely on the fact
that the office is busy ... the law is
strict... they have to have a reason
other than workload for the
delay," said Hansen.
FOI requests are commonly
used by journalists to find
sensitive information or data
that institutions aren't directly
disclosing. But while The
Ubyssey was the most common
media requester in 2017, media
represents a relatively small
percentage of requests received
by the office.
The only month where
media was the largest respective
category was August 2015, when
Gupta abruptly resigned.
Hancock said the growth
in the number of requests
from private individuals
likely represents a growing
understanding of privacy law.
"This probably reflects broad
societal shifts, including greater
understanding of access rights,
lower deference to authority, and
higher expectations for public body
performance — all of which are
positive developments," he wrote.
Hancock added that the office
has been further bogged-down

University
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"We have tripled the number of staff who process FOI requests since 2013."

by a number of "poorly worded"
requests that consume the office's
time.
"We try our best to help
requesters to narrow requests
in an efficient way, but some of
them refuse to do so, [so in] many
cases, these requesters have an
unrealistic expectation of our
records management systems,"
Hancock wrote.
"The reality is that we are a huge
institution, with 16,000 faculty and
staff, each of whose records need to
be searched separately... Our FOI
staff are extraordinarily good at
locating records, but even they have
their limits."
A GREATER TREND?
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UBC isn't the only Canadian
university seeing a rise in FOI
requests, but it is by far the most
extreme.
The University of Toronto
received 108 requests in 2017
— more than 200 per cent more
than the previous year. The
university declined to comment
on why the number of requests
had expanded. However, the
lower number in comparison to
UBC could be related to the $5
fee for filing an FOI request in
Ontario, whereas it is generally
free in BC.
McGill University, the
country's second-largest school,
received 160 requests over
the course of 2017 as news of
mishandled sexual assaults began
to surface in the mainstream
press. But all its numbers still
pale in comparison to UBC.
In 2017, Alberta's Office
of the Information Privacy
Commissioner (OIPC) ruled that
the University of Alberta had
failed to make every reasonable

Requests by month
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UBC isn'tthe only Canadian university seeing a rise in FOI requests.

Mondays at Mahony's!
Let Your Inner E M l S K l ? Shine!
& - *

H e y U B C ! Do you like to sing in the shower?
Well, then you're going to love Mondays at Mahony's!
WHERE: UBC Mahony & Sons 5990 University Blvd, 7-9 pm
WHEN: First 3 Mondays are September 17, 24, and October 1
ADMISSION: $10
Mention this ad and receive 20% off the first 3 Mondays!

Just Show Up!
It's like singing in the shower
with 50 new friends!
No Music Experience Necessary!
November 2015

March 2016

November 2016
Date Received

March 2017

November 2017

In 2017, UBC received 395 requests under BC's Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA).

March 2018
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Jump Start expands to all students after being linked to higher student retention, satisfaction
Amelia He
Contributor

UBC's Jump Start program has
expanded to include all directentry, first-year students due to
positive responses from previous
years' attendees.
Jump Start is a multi-day,
intensive orientation program
designed to introduce firstyear students to strategies for
success in university through
more than 12 hours of facultyled instruction, peer mentorship
from senior undergraduates and
social integration.
"From previous years, we
know that Jump Start attendance
is positively correlated with
improved student retention,
higher end-of-term GPA,
friendships, and an improved
sense of belonging at UBC,"
said Robbie Morrison, associate
director of first-year experience
and student engagement.
The positive response to Jump
Start was also reflected in the
AMS's most recent Academic
Experience Survey, where 59 per
cent of respondents said Jump
Start leaders were a helpful
mental health resource.
Previously, Jump Start was
limited to international students

1
The unexpected volume of students led to some operational adjustments the program

and Canadian students who
studied abroad in their high
school education. In 2017, the
program was expanded to
domestic students entering the
Sauder School of Business and the
faculty of land and food systems.
This year, UBC received 3,400
registrations, which is nearly
half of the new cohort and a
substantial increase from the
1,924 students registered in 2017.

The unexpected volume of
students led to some operational
adjustments to the program.
"We also had to bring on some
additional faculty fellows and
additional orientation leaders
to support additional learning
communities for first-year
students," said Morrison.
"We even brought back a few
student team members who had
worked on Jump Start in 2017 to
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assist for a couple of weeks," he
added.
Kim Kiloh, Director of the
Centre for Student Involvement
and Careers, said the program
was specially designed to
integrate students into campus
life, increasing their success later
in their university careers.
"The Jump Start program was
developed using current research
on learning, brain development,

university transition and social
connection," said Kiloh. "We know
it's beneficial for new students to
meet one another and upper-year
students, get to know a faculty
member, and become familiar with
the campus before classes begin."
"We are still tallying
attendance, but it looks as though
about 90 per cent of registered
students attended at least part of
the program," said Morrison. ^

CLIMATE ISSUE//

'Keep up the pressure: Student sustainability groups hold
'teach-in' about Trans Mountain pipeline expansion
Emma Livingstone
Contributor

UBC's environmental student groups
recently held a "teach-in" to raise
awareness about climate change
issues surrounding pipelines. Hosted
in front of the Nest on September 7,
the event was also linked to a larger
rally the following day in downtown
Vancouver as part of an international
grassroots campaign that calls for an
end to fossil fuel energy.
Coordinated by UBC
Sustainability, Common Energy,
UBCC350, the Social Justice Centre
and Vegans of UBC, the teach-in
revolved mainly around the Kinder
Morgan Trans Mountain pipeline
expansion (TMX).
Michelle Marcus, an event
organizer from UBCC350, attributed
this focus to the pipeline's proximity
to Vancouver and its recent
dominance in the news.
Bought by the federal
government for $4.5 billion,
the existing pipeline would
increase oil tanker traffic by
seven times to 400 visits, and
close to triple capacity at 890,000
barrels per day if expanded.
At the end of August, however,
the Federal Court of Appeals
halted the expansion after ruling
that the federal government
had not adequately consulted
with Indigenous populations
or considered the risks of oil
tankers.
"I think a lot of students are
probably wondering what's going
on — many have been away from
the summer," Marcus said, "and
this has been a big thing in the
news, so our idea is to really give
an overview of the situation and an
overview of the resistance."

The teach-in revolved mainly around the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion.

"We're also trying to use it as
an opportunity to keep up the
pressure and to not let all the
passion that we had die down,"
added Cassie Millar, an event
organizer from Common Energy.
With speakers like TsleilWaututh Nation activist
Cedar George Parker, retired
lawyer David Gooderham and
representatives from student-led
sustainability groups, the teach-in
addressed both climate concerns
— like increased emissions and oil
spill risks — and Indigenous rights.
"I feel like [the Indigenous
perspective] is one thing that UBC
students should really know...
because we hear that all the time
that we're on unceded Musqueam
territory," Millar said.
"And, I feel like it's really
important not only that we
acknowledge that... but also to learn
about it and... listen to Indigenous
people and the plight that they're
going through with stuff like TMX
and how it's affecting their lives and
their land."

Marcus also pointed out the
importance of not only divesting
from fossil fuels, but also investing
in renewable energy and retraining
workers for jobs in that sector.
"I think a lot of workers
in the fossil fuel industry feel
threatened by environmental
activists," she said, "and it's scary
if you feel that your job in the
industry that you've trained in is
threatened, but a lot of us in the
climate movement, we do care
about jobs ... fossil fuel workers
are not our enemy. It's the
system."
Some students passing by the
Nest gathered for a few moments
to listen in.
"Being from Alberta, it's really
interesting to hear a different
perspective because I think a lot
of people don't really understand
why BC is a little bit hesitant or
skeptical about it," said Kisik Shirt,
a fifth-year geophysics student.
"As a student, I think it's kind
of hard to be able to go out to go
to the protests, go to the walks ...
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I spend a lot of time on campus so
it's interesting to see it out here."
Both Marcus and Millar then
stressed the the importance of
student voices in the climate
movement and addressed positive

environmental changes happening
at the university level.
As of August 15, the AMS has
divested from fossil fuel in its
investment policy and formalized
this mandate for future financial
management. UBC also created
a $10 million Sustainable Future
Fund in 2017 after students and
faculty expressed support for
divestment in referendums, but it
has not fully divested its now $2.1
billion endowment.
"I think when institutions
like the AMS divest, it shows it's
not too radical to divest from an
industry that is ravaging the planet
and divestment is becoming more
of a mainstream thing to do,"
Marcus said.
"It's a really cool thing that you
don't have to be a country to divest
... you can be anything, a university,
a student union and you can make
that impact." U
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Some students passing by the Nest gathered for a few moments to listen in.
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Homesick Cooking: se debrouiller in your dorm
Salomon Micko Benrimoh
Contributor

Before most students leave for
university, they get a pep talk from
their parents. Usually these talks
fall along the lines of "don't drink
too much" or "stay away from bad
people." Mine was a bit different,
to say the least. One of the last
things my father said to me before
I moved across the country was
that if he ever found out that I had
bought pre-packaged food, he'd
ship my ass straight back to La
Belle Province.
It might seem weird to some,
but Mediterranean families tend
to be like this. With a Moroccan
father and an Italian mother,
my house was no exception. My
father worked in the restaurant
business and at least 95 per cent of
conversations on the Italian side of
my family revolve around food.
My problem wasn't so much a
longing for homestyle food as it
was the struggle to find the right
ingredients. Italian and Moroccan
cuisine is all I know how to make,
and while there are a plethora
of shops to choose from back in
Montreal, it was difficult at first to
find places in Vancouver that had
the quality ingredients I was longing
for. But with a little bit of patience
and some exploration, I eventually
stumbled across two shops that held
all of my heart's desires.
PERSIA FOODS, 2827 W
BROADWAY

Persia Foods may be part of a
chain, but that doesn't stop it from
sourcing different ingredients from
all across the Middle East and
Northern Africa — stuff like dates,
apricot and fig jams, and literally
tons of different spices. One little
trick is to go up to the counter and
ask for the "Saffron Special," which
is a pack of decent quality Iranian
Saffron for a bargain price of
$3.99. They also have arguably the
cheapest produce prices in the city.

Couscous Royale Recipe
ed onions & garlic in a large soup pot
2. Add hefty amounts of gfuunu t,uriciriut?r, parsley,
salt pepper and pinches of paprika and turmeric

lx Rnil 7\ \A/hnlp p h i p k p n

5. Take the chicken out once cooked and add diced
carrots, potatoes, turnips, yams, leeks and other
veaaies of vour choosina into the broth
6. Take a whole leg of lamb and coat it w i t h ground
coriander, fresh coriander, paprika and a touch of
dijon mustard
dijor
,f lamb at 350°C for 40 minutes and
toiler for 5-7 minutes
8. Take the veggies out of the broth and add a pack of
couscous and a can of chickpeas. Cook until most of
the broth is absorbed by the couscous

10. Carve all the meats to your liking and put
everything onto the biggest plate you own

I!
PARTHENON MARKET, 3 0 8 0 W
BROADWAY

Just down the street from Persia
Foods is Parthenon. While this
may be a Greek shop, they sell tons
of Italian products: from Grissini
breadsticks to De Cecco pastas to
San Marzano tomatoes to other
European delicacies. Their price
point is higher, but their products
come straight from the source, so

BRIDGETCHASE

you pay for what you get. Italian
food in general isn't complicated,
you just need to have good
ingredients and then it becomes
idiot-proof.
COUSCOUS ROYALE

All of the spices and fresh produce,
as well as the mergeuz sausages
can be found at the grocers listed in
this article. There are a lot of steps

SALOMON MICKO BENRIMOH

Couscous Royale - the last meal my father made me before leaving Montreal.

in this recipe but don't freak out
— take your time with it. Mistakes
will be made but that does not
mean you should quit after the
first try. Be patient, buy good,
healthy ingredients and you can do
anything in the kitchen.
SE DEBROUILLER

Parthenon Market.

SALOMON MICKO BENRIMOH

While there are plenty of other
shops, these are the ones that
tend to stay consistently stocked
with the best ingredients for
Mediterranean food. A lot of the
time when I cook, people tell me
they wished they knew how to
make food from the Mediterranean.
The truth is that I've never looked
at a recipe in my life and neither
did my father. There was a French
term we would use when it came
to cooking, se debrouiller, which
effectively means to figure it out as
you go. The beauty is that you can
go into both these shops in one day

and combine ingredients from the
two. When it comes to Moroccan,
Italian or Mediterranean
home cuisine, there are no real
boundaries or rules.
Couscous Royale was the last
meal my father made me before
leaving Montreal and it was one
last reminder that when I moved
out, j'allais me debrouiller — I was
gonna figure it out. ^
Know the best place in town to get
your favourite, authentic homestyle
dish? Email culture@ubyssey.ca
to write for the Homesick Cooking
column.
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Nosh Hunt: Crunchy croissants
Hannah Feodorov
Contributor

I tend to think of croissants as
the most plain yet pretentious
pastry one could buy. Only during
a hectic summer of French classes
was I able to discover that eating
French food makes you better
at French stuff — or at least it
gives you an incentive to study,
and maybe even reduce your use
of Google translate. With this in
mind, allons-y into this review
of the best croissants around
campus (including a brief foray
in Kits.)
I may not be too keen on
Loafe's scones or their London
Fog, but if there is one thing
they are good at, it's chocolate
croissants and ambiance. The
sun is pouring through the cafe's
glass wall, with the picturesque
tables and curved seats basking
in golden light. I'm dressed in
a crinkled white shirt, jeans
and black flats, topping off the
French-ness with an "I woke
up like this" vibe which took
about an hour to cultivate. The
croissant smells like freshly
churned butter and chocolate
Santas that you unwrap on
Christmas morning. The first
bite reveals that the top is
appropriately flaky and almost
has the consistency of air, while
further tasting highlights that the
inner layers have a deliciously
chewy and tender texture. The
centre envelops a large amount
of chocolate, which has a soft
and creamy consistency that
melts in my mouth. Savouring the
moment, I brush a few crumbs
off my shirt and take off to my
next destination.
Doughgirls has a very French
countryside vibe, which makes
sense with the amount of walking
it took to get to Westbrook
Village. Stepping up to the
counter, I order their almond
croissant and then head over to a
table looking out onto the street.
The pastry is fragrant with traces
of honey and butter. The first
bite of the powdery confection
throws me back to my Oma's
house and her excessive inclusion
of marzipan in baked goods.
The dough is softer and denser
with a sweet glaze and chunky
almond filling. Unfortunately,
the abundance of syrup gives it
a sort of slimy, sweet and sticky
feel as you swallow it. However, I
enjoy the almonds garnishing the
surface, as they add a nice crunch
to an otherwise more cake-like
consistency. Downing a few
extra cups of water, I pack up my
crumb-covered laptop and make a
resolution to walk back to campus
and get some exercise.
If there was ever a cafe to
dress up for, it's definitely Au
Comptoir on West 4th Avenue.
Feeling particularly pompous, I
strut confidently from the cool
morning breeze and into the
classically Parisian cafe. Jazz is
playing in the background. I try
to look busy while enjoying the
Parisian decor, and even attempt
to pick up on some of the things
the Francophone waiters say to
one another.

Now bursting with butter and feeling exceptionally classy, I will guide you on how best to fill your tummies.

I can feel that the butter
croissant has a substantial
weight to it in comparison to
the croissants from Loafe and
Doughgirls. It is fresh from the
oven and the first bite is warm
and crunchy, getting hotter as
I reach the centre. The pastry's
decadent yet simple interior is
the perfect opposite to its light
and crispy exterior. The butter
croissant isn't sweet at all, which
makes the experience more
reminiscent of eating a hot roll
than of a dessert pastry. While
its lack of added components
may have made me skeptical,
the buttery flavour and overall
French-y experience of the cafe
makes this breakfast anything but
plain.
Now bursting with butter and
feeling exceptionally classy, I
will guide you on how best to fill
your tummies and your egos. For
le croissant parfait, I recommend
both Loafe and Au Comptoir.
Loafe contributes an open and
light atmosphere, a delicious
chocolate croissant, and the ease
of being on campus. However, if a
student had the daring, the desire,
and the need to practice their
French and explore Vancouver,
I would definitely send them to
Au Comptoir. With a Parisian
vibe, fall leaves scattered across
the pavement and servers who
actually speak French, this cafe
makes for either a cute date, or
a great place to people watch,
munch and eavesdrop. Bon
appetit! ^
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PUBLIC CONSULTATION:

Bosque Design Vision and
U Boulevard Area Updates
This consultation is an opportunity to provide input on shaping
the design vision of the Bosque. We are also sharing a planning
update on the U Boulevard area.
Share your ideas online or in person
S E P T E M B E R 17 T O O C T O B E R 5
Online Survey: planning.ubc.ca/uboulevard
Public Open Houses:
September 26,4pm to 6pm | I.K. Barber Learning Centre
1961 East Mall, 2nd floor lobby
September 27,10am to 12pm | UBC Life Building
6138 Student Union Blvd, concourse

Questions?
Contact Aviva Savelson, Senior Manager, Public Engagement at
aviva.savelson aubc.ca or 6 0 4 822-0273.

IUBG
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UBC creative writing professor Bryan Wade launches new theatre company
Ian Coates
Contributor

The Cascadia Project is a new
theatre festival featuring the
work of local playwrights.
Founded by Bryan Wade, a
professor of creative writing at
UBC, the festival will showcase
six new plays later this month.
"... [The] goal is to provide a
forum for emerging playwrights
and experienced playwrights like
myself," Wade said.
The idea for the festival came
to Wade during a break in one of
his advanced stage play classes.
"It came up that five of us,
including myself, had all applied
to the Vancouver Fringe Festival,
and we didn't get accepted."
Surprised that not one of his
students' plays was selected, Wade
half-jokingly brought forward the
idea for them to pool their money
together and put on their own
fringe festival. His students liked
the idea, and The Cascadia Project
was born.
"There's a strong UBC element
here," Wade said, noting that
the actors, directors and crew
are also made up mainly of UBC
students and alumni.
Wade and his students noticed
a gap in the Vancouver theatre
scene for playwrights. "A lot of
theatre in Vancouver is ... sitespecific ... some of it performerdriven," Wade explained.

After seeing the popularity
of performances where the
emphasis was on performers or
directors, Wade stated that "there
needed to be a safe place for
playwrights."
The Cascadia Project has
a wide range of shows, with a
different program every night.
"They can come see a comedy ...
they could come see something
more serious, like my play, they
can come see something... a little
more surreal... there's a real
variety of plays."
The performance schedule
divides the six plays into three
different nights. All proceeds from
the final performance on October
7 will be donated to three charities
that offer support in Vancouver's
Downtown Eastside neighbourhood.
Wade's play, Eight Ways to Fate
and All, is about illicit opioid abuse
and features five actors taking on
20 roles. One of the disturbing
things Wade found in his research
was the lack of boundaries to
opioid use in Vancouver.
"It's not just people in the
Downtown Eastside, it's people in
high-rise condos, it's people in the
suburbs ... who are overdosing."
Wade hopes the play will help
audiences "transform their attitudes
towards the opioid epidemic."
The Cascadia Project will
be running from September 26
to October 7 at Studio 1398 on
Granville Island. U
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The festival will showcase six new plays later this month.

COURTESY BRYAN WADE

VANCOUVER

Wednesday, September 26,2018
1:00 pm-6:30 pm
^ Fairmont Hotel, Vancouver
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Last Words: Use September to set yourself up for the next seven months of hell

Take that back-to-school excitement and harness it.
Ubyssey Editorial Board

This September, first years arrived
to an idyllic version of UBC while
returning students questioned
if the 99 made a wrong turn and
ended up at an unrecognizably

sun-soaked version of campus.
And so, with the good weather and
absence of homework comes a rush
of adrenaline and motivation that
— just like the shining sun and your
will to wake-up for your 8 a.m.
class — will undoubtedly disappear

as soon as Billie Joe Armstrong
wakes up and September ends.
If you've done this before,
you'll know that once rain and
midterms set in, all your promises
of doing all of your readings and
going to the mountains on the

weekends will crumble faster than
a Loafe scone.
Why let all those good
intentions die with the crowds at
the bookstore?
We at The Ubyssey suggest you
harness the September rush to

make the next seven months in
Raincouver slightly less hellish.
The next time you're sitting
at your computer bursting with
passion for this curiously bright
campus and optimism for the year,
channel that energy towards setting
yourself up for success throughout
the rest of the year. Sign up for that
fitness class and pay through the
semester so you know you'll go.
Email that club you've always been
interested in and note its next event
into your calendar (you have to
actually go for this to work). Make
a lot (a lot!) of chili and freeze it
in Tupperware so you will have
something healthy to eat on the
nights you're cramming in 1KB —
just try to get a stranger to watch
your things while you heat it up.
Your September energy burst
will fuel you from class to work to
Pit Night and back to class again the
next morning this month — so you
know anything is possible — and it
can take you further than the Nest if
you use it right. Find and plan things
to look forward to during the year,
set healthy routines so that they're
a habit come midterms, and maybe
even go to an office hour or two. Your
grades and your sanity will thank you
come November.
You may be able to count on
your shit falling apart 3.5 weeks
into the term like clockwork, but
can also trust that your September
rush has set you up for balance and
success long after your frequent
nights at Koerner's end. ^

Sexual violence and misconduct can never be part of student life.
It will not be tolerated.
Make campuses safe for everyone, play your part.

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
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Their Campus: Experiencing the Aussie coast in Sydney
Salomon Micko Benrimoh
Contributor

Ah Australia, a land with
inconceivably nice weather and
an ever-long list of animals that
can kill you with a single bite.
Ok, the whole 'every animal here
can kill you' thing is mostly an
exaggeration, but the weather sure
as hell isn't. This place is so hot
compared to Canada that I had to
restock my entire wardrobe with
nothing but tank tops and flipflops. Obviously, it's nothing to
complain about when you think of
it, but there was one problem. Like
good Netflix and decent Amazon
service, the sweet invention of
air conditioning never seemed to
make its way down to Sydney.
There were, in a near-twisted,
ironic sense, at least five space
heaters scattered across my
apartment because the second
that it drops below 25 degrees,
you'll see more Patagonia jackets
than the morning lineup at 49th
Parallel coffee.
That brings me to something
else: apartments. We've grown
accustomed to hating the housing
situation in Vancouver because
there are no apartments and any
place you do find is either too
expensive or a literal closet, or
both. I despised my sardine can
of a room in Walter Gage I had
cramped myself in for the last
year and a half before leaving for
Sydney. Surely, apartments here
can't be worse than that, right?
Yes. Yes they are.
I stayed in a university apartment
building and I figured that the
worst problem I'd have to deal with

would be the occasional spider or
really ugly wall colour. Turns out
the place hadn't been cleaned in
years and there was rotting food
scattered all across the kitchen,
the worst of which was a pack of
unrefrigerated lamb sausages that
expired in 2015. Did I mention that
Sydney rent makes Vancouver rent
seem like peanuts?
As for school — 'cause that's still
a thing when you go on exchange,
like it or not — it was, with no
better way to describe it, kinda
weird. I went to the University
of New South Wales (UNSW),
one of the the country's major
universities, located near the heart
of Sydney. While highly-ranked,
almost everything was done online,
even midterms.
Because of this, the campus of
almost 60,000 supposed people
was almost always empty. As one
of the six or seven regular lecture
attendees, the classes themselves
were pretty similar in style to
UBC, apart from the echoing
of the professor's voice over a
deserted lecture hall.
So the living situation at
UNSW was a borderline public
health issue and the academics
were very mediocre. Thankfully,
those were the only really issues
with my five months in the land
down under.
Sydney is an insanely gigantic
city, especially in comparison to
Vancouver. It almost seemed like
there were endless numbers of
neighbourhoods and districts to visit.
I found myself studying across the
city just to explore new areas, cafes
and study spots. It was an added
bonus that I had made good friends

SALOMON MICKO BENRIMOH

I also took a good month's worth of Instagram photos.

with a bunch of Sydney locals who
had come to UBC on exchange the
semester before who could give me
some insider perspectives.
But in a sort of ironic sense, the
best part of going on exchange to
Sydney was when I left the city itself.
The first major trip I went on was
a two-week backpacking trip up
the East Coast of Queensland from
Brisbane to Cairns. This actually
wasn't that hard of a trip to get
together as there are actually tons
of booking agencies in Sydney and

across the country that offer bare
bones trips up the coast with buses
and hostels.
Going up the Queensland coast
with breathtaking stops in Fraser
Island, Rainbow Beach, Noosa and so
much more culminated in Cairns with
two additional trips into the Great
Barrier Reef and Cape Tribulation —
two days that I'll never forget for what
I was able to see and what I learned
about ecosystems and conservation
efforts. I also took a good month's
worth of Instagram photos.

While Australia is similar
to Canada and North America
in a lot of ways, there are the
little differences that you notice.
Music tastes, food, attitudes on
life, McDonald's menu items.
Some things are better, others
not so much. I truthfully think
that the best part about being an
exchange student was being able
to experience these differences
while meeting people from the
other side of the world and living
someplace different. ^

Students save on
Internet with no
strings attached.
Students get Internet from $40/mo. for 8 months
with no term contract. Plus, your first month is FREE/

/^Pacific
CoastCom

3113 West Broadway Vancouver, BC
V6K2H2
www.pcoast.ca
604.736.5994

^TTELUS
authorized dealer

*0ffer can be withdrawn at anytime. Only eligible to British Columbia and Alberta post secondary residential customers. Promotional pricing is $40/mo for Internet 75 and below, Internet 150/150 promotional pricing is $45/mo. Regular pricing for Internet
applies at month 9. The first month at $0 is only available to residential customers who have not subscribed to TELUS Internet service in the past 90 days. Internet access is subject to usage limits; additional charges apply for exceeding the included data.
TELUS reserves the right to modify channel lineups, packaging, and regular pricing, without notice. TELUS, the TELUS logo and TELUS Authorized Dealer are trademarks of TELUS Corporation, used under licence. All copyrights for images, artwork and
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved. © 2 0 1 8 TELUS. 18_00903
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FILE PATRICKGILLIN

Make sure you get a jacket that is actually waterproof and not water resistant.

How to stay dry now
that the rain is upon us
Zubair Hirji
Contributor
FILEJOSHUAMEDICOFF

We hardly knew ye and thy outdated interface.

RIP Connect, the learning management
system that tried its best but failed miserably
Joshua Azizi
Contributor

A year after the university began
its migration onto the Canvas
learning management system,
UBC quietly retired Connect on
August 31.
Since 2012, Connect provided
tens of thousands of UBC students
with an online interface to access
readings, receive notifications
from professors, review their
grades and take online quizzes.
But for many, the end of Connect
will be met with cheers, as the
system was well known for its
tendency to crash or malfunction.
A simple search for "connect"
in the r/UBC subreddit shows
multiple instances of users
struggling to use or access the
system amidst frequent outages
and malfunctions. In September
2013, an increase in new users

caused Connect to crash constantly
throughout the term. At one point,
it was out for a full week.
Many of these glitches are
compiled in "disconnect," a 30page document by UBC geography
Professor Elvin Wyly that outlines
Connect's history of usability issues.
Faculty members also
struggled to use Connect. In a
previous comment on r/UBC, user
pikachufan2164 discussed the
difficulties of grading on the system.
"You need to create the a new
grade column for what you're
entering [sic], export the grade book
as a .CSV file, edit it to include the
new grades, then import it back in."
Due to its contract with
Blackboard Learn — the company
that runs Connect — expiring in
2019, UBC began to look for an
alternative learning management
system. It eventually adopted
the Canvas platform and began a

transition period onto the program
last year.
When a r/UBC user posted a
screenshot of UBC's announcement
that it was discontinuing Connect,
commenters expressed their grief
with solemnity and grace; "good
riddance, connect," "you're trash,
connect," "Happy days, at long last!"
and "finally" were the sentiments
accompanying its demise.
In a previous interview with
The Ubyssey in 2017, Simon
Bates — associate provost,
teaching and learning at UBC
— said that since Canvas uses
cloud-based technology that
automatically allocates resources
to manage increased traffic, it
doesn't experience the same
interruptions that Connect does.
So with Connect gone and Canvas
at the helm, it appears that happy
days may be upon us after all!
Or maybe not. Who knows. ^

GET AN UMBRELLA

This is a tried-and-true method
for keeping yourself dry in the
months to come. You'll be able to
keep your hair styled perfectly,
keep your shirt dry and keep your
backpack from getting soaked.
There are many different types
of umbrellas to choose from: the
tiny ones that fold and fit snugly
into your backpack, the one you
accidentally stole from a mall in
Abbotsford, the weak ones that
will be torn to shreds when a
slight breeze makes its way to you,
and finally the large golf ones that
people use to poke you in the eye
and claim space on the sidewalk.
WEAR A RAIN JACKET

By far the most common method
to avoid getting wet is a good
quality rain jacket. They come in
all shapes, sizes, colours, styles
and brands.
Make sure you get a jacket that
is actually waterproof and not just
water resistant. There's a huge
difference and it'll keep you from
getting soaked to the bone as soon

as you step outside. If you bike or
skateboard to campus, it may be a
good idea to get something with
reflective parts so that you can be
seen by drivers and pedestrians.
PUT ON BOOTS

I'm not talking about something
you saw in the latest Yeezy
collection, I'm talking about
something rugged and warm that
you can wear to keep your socks
dry and your toes toasty.
Boots will keep your pants dry
when you walk across the giant
puddles on Wesbrook Mall —
and keeping your feet dry is an
incredibly important aspect of
keeping yourself warm throughout
the winter. Your boots will make
the difference between being dry
enough to deal with the elements
and giving up in the Koerner
basement in between classes.
DON'T GO OUTSIDE

Our number one tip for keeping
dry this winter is so sweet and
simple you'll wish you thought
of it yourself: don't go outside.
Simply keep warm under a blanket
and take distance ed classes until
next summer. ^

TOUR DE C A M P U S / /

Keep your bike safe in UBC's
free secured bike cages
emergency bike tools. This service
is free and available to all students
and staff, but registration through
the Bike Co-op website is required.
Be aware, they ask for up to
five business days for your UBC
student/staff card to activate
after you've submitted the form.
Here is a list of the locations to
make sure your Schwinn is safe:

FILESASHAHONCHAROVA

Lua Presidio
Contributor

Although there are many bike
parking spots, UBC also offers 10
bike cage locations across campus
if you're looking for a more secure
place to keep your bike throughout
the day.
These covered bike racks are

enclosed and they require a key
card for access as an increased
security measure to replace last
year's keypads. Most locations
also feature day-use lockers for
bike-related accessories such as
helmets, shoes or jackets.
Additionally, the Chemistry
Building location has a repair
stand with air pumps and other

Fraser River Parkade (6440
Memorial Rd)
Health Sciences Parkade (2250
Health Sciences Mall)
Thunderbird Parkade (6085
Thunderbird Boulevard)
West Parkade (2140 Lower Mall)
Allard Hall (1822 East Mall)
Aquatic Ecosystems Research
Library (2202 Main Mall)
Chemistry Building (2036 Main
Mall)
Civil and Mechanical Engineering
(6250 Applied Science Lane)
Totem Field (2613 West Mall)
Buchanan Tower (1873 East Mall) U
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After the culvert was added to the part of the creek running under NW Marine Drive, few assumed that salmon would be able to travel through it and spawn upstream.

LUAPRESIDIO

Salish Creek restoration project intended to rehabilitate fish habitat
Kristine Ho
Contributor

Thanks to a collaborative effort,
Salish Creek, one of the last
salmon-bearing streams on the
Burrard Inlet, has been restored
into a more suitable habitat for fish
and other wildlife.
First envisioned by Metro
Vancouver in 2012, the restoration
project was able to progress last
year with a $250,000 donation to
UBC from engineering alumnus
Colin D. Watson, and his wife
Barbara. The donation was made in
memory of their son Kevin Watson
who was a UBC alumnus with a
great appreciation for nature and
the outdoors.
The aim of the restoration,
completed in June, was to
improve the condition of the
stream for native fish species
such as Cutthroat trout and
Coho salmon by improving the
spawning opportunities for
mature fish and overwintering
habitats for juveniles.
This involved adding wooden
panels called baffles to aid fish
migration through a culvert in the
stream, adding rocks and other
materials to improve the stream's
environment and removing
invasive species from the stream's
surroundings.
"The idea behind the [creek]
at Salish ... was that there were
fish there trying to get up but
they couldn't make it up past...
the culvert that was there," said
Don Mavinic, UBC professor
emeritus in the department of
civil engineering and the project's
principal investigator. "The ocean
up to that culvert underneath ...
NW Marine Drive was pretty rough
country for them to get through."

The six-year project has seen
contributions from many different
organizations. Metro Vancouver led
the project in partnership with the
Muqueam Band and Fisheries and
Oceans Canada, while individuals
from UBC and BCIT provided
technical expertise. Northwest
Hydraulics and Consultants
completed the river engineering
and restoration work. Community
groups such as the Pacific Spirit Park
Society, Wreck Beach Preservation
Society and Spanish Bank
Streamkeepers were also involved.
Just as the restoration involved
a diverse mix of contributors,
the creek also bears a diverse set
of names. Called Salish by the
Musqueam, the creek is also known
as Acadia Creek, Hillary Creek and
Unnamed Creek. Its headwaters
are located in UBC's Endowment
Lands and the creek now travels
down Pacific Spirit Park and through
a culvert under NW Marine Drive
until its lower end merges with the
Burrard Inlet.
Over the course of urban
development and human activity,
the creek had been drastically
changed from its original state.
Parts of the creek had been rerouted to accommodate the UBC
campus and golf course, while the
creek itself had accumulated an
abundance of unneeded debris,
resulting in sullied waters and
a lack of protection for the fish
inhabiting it. The restoration
focused on reversing some of these
changes and revitalizing the stream
to its former state.
"That's the important part of it.
It's the, 'How do you restore it?' And
not just restoring it, it's restoring it
properly," said Mavinic. "It's trying
to replace what Mother Nature has
already set up."

THE RESTORATION JOURNEY
After the culvert was added to the
part of the creek running under
NW Marine Drive, few assumed
that salmon would be able to travel
through the culvert and spawn
upstream. A 2011 video from the
group Streamkeepers, however,
revealed footage of an adult Coho
salmon attempting to flip into the
culvert, presumably to spawn. It
was assumed that the Coho had
failed, but the video still attracted
public attention.
"It turns out that the Coho
population is a unique genetic
species — I think there's only two or
three of them in the entire province,
and it's at risk of being wiped out,
essentially," said Mavinic. "And so
... this is probably worth a shot at
trying to restore this little creek, at
least part of it, [to] give these fish
some opportunity to spawn. And
that's how we approached this
whole thing."
In their journey to reach their
spawning grounds, adult salmon
must swim upstream against the
water's current. In Salish Creek, the
fast-flowing water expelled from
the culvert was pushing salmon
back down the creek, stopping
them from reaching their spawning
grounds above the culvert.
Before the creek restoration
project started, baffles were
installed in the culvert to slow
the velocity of the water passing
through it, with the intent of
allowing fish to move in between
the baffles and migrate upstream
without being pushed back by
water from the culvert.
The baffles alone, however,
were not enough to aid the
salmon upstream to spawn. The
restoration project leaders realized

that instead of forcing the salmon
to spawn above the culvert, they
could rework the part of the creek
below the culvert into a spawning
ground and allow the salmon to
spawn there instead.
Typically, streams follow what
is called a riffle-pool sequence,
which describes the water's flow
structure as it moves from areas
of shallow to deep water. Riffles
appear rippled and fast-flowing
because the water in them passes
over gravel deposits and coarser
materials in the shallower parts
of a stream. Pools, by contrast, are
the calmer and deeper areas of a
stream where the streambed is
composed of smoother material
like silt.
Both riffles and pools contribute
to a healthy stream environment:
when water is churned as it passes
over riffles, oxygen essential for
wildlife is added to the stream,
while pools provide still areas for
fish like salmon to rest, spawn and
hide from predators.
Salish Creek had few riffles or
pools before the restoration, but by
placing objects such as boulders,
rocks and woody debris, a healthier
stream environment was recreated.
Northwest Hydraulics Contractors
placed rocks to create riffles, adding
oxygen to the aquatic environment,
and used log sills to create sandy
pools for salmon spawning.
"These things are strategically
placed, the creek was channelized
a different way all the way up to the
culvert that's there, and Fisheries
put some baffles in there so it makes
it easier for the fish to come up,"
Mavinic said. "At least [the fish
have] got, oh I'm guessing, maybe
two to three hundred metres now of
opportunity to spawn in the lower
section that they never had before."

"These [changes] are important,
because what looks like a mess
to us is very important from a
fisheries perspective," he added.
Invasive species like English
ivy and blackberries had also
crept into the creek's surrounding
environment, displacing native
species and eroding the creek's
banks. With the help of Metro
Vancouver, these were removed
and replaced with native species
like salmonberry and red
elderberry.
STREAM RESTORATION
IMPACT AND FUTURE PLANS
Since the restoration, the
Fisheries and Oceans Canada has
occasionally reported sightings
of salmon fry in Salish Creek,
although it is unclear if these
fry are from salmon that are
spawning in the creek. More
time is needed to determine
whether the salmon population
is returning to the creek and the
number of returning fish will be
monitored by Metro Vancouver in
the upcoming months and years.
Other species such as otters,
beavers and Cutthroat trout have
also been spotted in the area.
Mavinic said that there is
also interest in expanding the
restoration project all the way
to the top of the creek where
its headwaters are located, near
UBC's Endowment Lands.
"I think now [the creek is]
in good shape, from what I've
seen and what I've been told by
my colleagues at Fisheries and
over at Northwest Hydraulics,"
Mavinic said. "It looks promising.
It's just a question of how much
further can we go, and how much
further do they want to go." ^
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Weekend rundown: Winning
streak up to three for men's
soccer, football falls to Calgary
Lucy Fox
Sports Editor

It was a weekend of big score lines
for the UBC varsity teams now
in their regular season — both
in favour and out of favour for
the 'Birds. On Friday, UBC men's
soccer defeated the Thompson
Rivers Wolfpack 2-0, while the
football team got reamed out 57-7
away to Calgary. Women's soccer
were away to Fraser Valley and
came out with a 4-1 win.
On Saturday, men's soccer
claimed another win, 3-1 over the
University of British Columbia
Okanagan (UBCO) Heat, while the
women's team got defeated 4-1 by
Trinity Western University.
Both rugby teams also got up
and running this past weekend.
The men's rugby team faced
a tough 24-23 defeat to the
Vancouver Rowing Club, while
the women's team claimed an
upset win against the Canada
West title favourites, the
University of Victoria Vikes —
also giving UBC another win in
the Legends Cup tally.
Here are a few of the highlights
from this past weekend:
GARDNER GRABS TWO GOALS
FOR BIRDS
Thomas Gardner continued his
success in the midfield for the
T-Birds this past weekend, putting
a goal in against the Wolfpack and
the Heat. A free kick taken by the
first-year against the Wolfpack
was deflected in for a TRU own
goal as well — so we'll give him a
gold star for that one too.
DEPTH OF BENCH A STRENGTH
FOR MENS SOCCER
The men's soccer team also has
some impressive talent coming in
off the bench this season, proving
their depth will be a huge asset
as they head on the national title
hunt. Kristian Yli-Hietanen and
Taiyo Marzalik did not start in
Friday's game, but made the first
11 on Saturday and both added a
goal to their own tallies.
Their depth also gave star
striker Caleb Clarke a well earned
break, after his strong start in the
first weekend of games.

Fixtures
Away

60-80

Team China

Thursday, September 6
Basketball (W)

UBC

Friday, September?
Ice Hockey (M)

UBC

2-5

Alberta

Football

Calgary

57-7

UBC

Soccer(M)

UBC

2-0

Thompson
Rivers

UBC's Taiyo Marzalik takes on UBCO's Aaron Maluma.

Soccer(W)

Fraser Valley

1-4

UBC

THREE GOAL HALF FOR
T-BIRDS VERSUS UFV

defeating the blue and gold 57-7.
The Dinos took an 18-0 lead in
the first quarter, and with the
'Birds unable to put up a single
point in the second half, they
headed home with some work
to do if they hope to get past the
Alberta giants on the way to the
Vanier Cup. Their lone score
came on a 25-yard rush, and
Calgary put up 544 yards, with
UBC only recording 289 yards.

Saturday, September I

Both the UBC women's basketball
team and men's hockey teams
also played pre-season games this
weekend. UBC women's basketball
faced the U-17 Chinese national
team, while the men's hockey
team faced Alberta in a Vancouver
Canucks pre-season tournament.
Both field hockey teams also played
a pre-season tournament here on
campus. %

Rugby (W)

With their Friday match tied 1-1,
the women's T-Birds soccer team
stepped it up in the second and
put three goals past University of
Fraser Valley keeper Joven Sandu.
Star rookie Michelle Jang got the
goal scoring started in the 55th
minute, with veteran midfielder
Rachel Jones continuing the
onslaught in the 73rd. Third-year
Liesanne Musico sealed UFV's fate
in the 90th, solidifying the 4-1 win.
Danielle Steer earned two assists
in the match.
FOOTBALL GETS
STEAMROLLED BY CALGARY
It was a dismal weekend for the
UBC football team — one it likely
hopes to forget as it heads deeper
into the season. Its continued
achilles heel, the Calgary Dinos,
humbled the 'Birds on Friday night,

Rugby (M)

UBC

23-24

Vancouver
Rowing Club

Soccer(W)

Trinity Western

4-1

UBC

Ice Hockey (M)

UBC

3-2

Alberta

Soccer(M)

UBC

3-1

UBCO

26-24

Victoria

Sunday, September 9
UBC

For further details on all games, see
the UBC Athletics website.

WE WILL BE OFFERING
STUDENT DEALS

WOMEN'S RUGBY HAS
STELLAR START TO SEASON
The Thunderbirds women's rugby
team got their season going with a
26-24 upset win against the UVic
Vikes on Sunday afternoon.
Led by UBC captain Madison
Gold, who would set UBC up to
tie the game 7-7 early on with a
try (then converted by teammate
Shoshanah Seumanutafa), the
'Birds came back from a 12-point
deficit in the second half.
First-year Emma Feldinger put
up the final try for UBC, with Seumanutafa putting away her third
convert of the game to push the blue
and gold to victory.
The win would also give UBC another win in the Legends Cup Series.

Score

SALOMON MICKO BENRIMOH

UBC men's rugby lost by just one point against the Vancouver Rowing Club on
Saturday afternoon.

ADDRESS 6045
UNIVERSITY BLVD
® 604 428 6253

LOCAL BEER
ON TAP

FREE
0

www.undefatiii.com
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Free Week is back - and so are a few eye-catching fitness classes
boards/mats. The class focuses on
exercises to build core strength as
you try not to fall in the water.

Emma Livingstone
Contributor

School is back in session and
that means getting back into
the routine of classes, clubs
and squeezing in some exercise
amongst it all. While you're still
freshly rested from summer and
ready to crush your goals, UBC
Rec is bringing back Free Week for
all their classes from September 10
to 16. Whatever your availability
or preferred workout, there's
something for everyone, so be sure
to check out their schedule and try
something new while it's free.

POWER CYCLE
In the Student Rec Centre on
Monday or Wednesday from
4:45-5:30 p.m., and Saturday
from 11 a.iiL-12 p.m.
The bikes may be stationary but you
definitely won't be with this highenergy group cycling class. Great
music and positive instructors will
keep your heart beating and legs
pedalling through the last few miles.
BEGINNER BOOTCAMP

Here are a few classes that caught
our eye, to get you started:

AQUA YOGA OR AQUA ZUMBA
In the Aquatics Centre on
Thursday from 2:15-3:15 p.m., or
Tuesday from 7:30-8:30 p.m.

Among the other classes being offered are dance classes like lyrical sass and burlesque.

STREET KICKBOXING
You may have done these
activities on their own, but who
isn't intrigued by the concept of
adding an extra element of water
to the whole thing? Aqua Yoga
is meant to "loosen muscles and
joints, increase flexibility and
improve balance" as well as being
a great way to unwind after a
hectic day. Aqua Zumba is a bit
more high-energy and includes
easy to follow dance moves to
latin music in shallow water.

In the Dojo in the Student Rec
Centre on Thursday from 8-8:55
a.m. and Friday from 5-5:55 p.m.
Get energized to conquer
this year's goals with a street
kickboxing class. The class
combines several types of martial
arts from around the world
including Thai Kickboxing,
Western Boxing, Savate and more.
The conditioning-heavy class will

also allow you to work on building
strength throughout entire body.

FILEALEXANDRADOWNING

and jazz-inspired moves. Break it
down to old skool and new wave
music while also breaking a sweat.

GROOVAZON
HYDRO BOARD FITNESS
At Ponderosa on Wednesday
from 6-6:55 p.m.
Get groovy with Groovazon,
an original dance-workout
combination created by dance
coach and choreographer Gustavo
Ferman. Groovazon combines funk
dance, disco rhythms, hip hop vibes

In the Aquatic Centre on Friday
from 6:15-7 p.m. and Sunday
from 11:15 a.m.-12 p.m.
Really work on those core muscles
and your balance with this
specialized Aquacize class that is
performed on floating stand-up

In the ARC on Tuesday/
Thursday from 4:30-5:25 p.m., at
Ponderosa Monday/Wednesday/
Friday from 5-5:50 p.m. and
Bootcamp II Tuesday/Thursday
from 5-5:50 p.m.
Bootcamp may sound like a scary
word, but luckily there are a few
different beginner level classes that'll
get you into a routine without feeling
overwhelmed. The bootcamps
all combine cardio, strength and
stretching exercises — perfect for
working on every part of your body
all at once. U
For further class information and
a full class schedule, see the UBC
Recreation website.

SPORTS SUPPORT//

Tips to be a die-hard Thunderbird fan on campus
(Cheeky drunk, not throw up
on the mascot drunk — stay safe
people!). This way you'll have
the confidence to cheer and
shout, or feel numb when the
Thunderbirds lose. You'll also feel
better about having no clue that
what's going on.
When the game's all done,
tweet about how much you loved

it and how you definitely won't
forget to go to next weekend's
games. Brag to all your friends
about how you're so connected
with the campus. Show off all
your selfies with the team and
bask in the knowledge that you're
a better UBC student than most
UBC students.
Happy sportin'! ^

SMILE
Dr. Harry Ho

i

Dr. Peter Lam
W^ -^Bf

First Impressions, It's All in Your Smile.

Dr. Shelly Pang Dr. Cecilia Loewen Achieve a perfect Smile with us.

Sport that blue and gold with pride.
Angela O'Donnell
Contributor

School is back! Which means
sports are back! If you are like the
average UBC student, you probably
feel somewhat disconnected from
the Thunderbirds varsity program.
That stops now!
To be a good fan you should
probably know which varsity
sports you can go and cheer for.
There's hockey, football, golf,
rugby, swimming, baseball, cross
country and a bunch of other
ones. There's NOT bobsled,
ringette, polo, NASCAR or any
sport that involves a gun (though
we do have a club for that which

you can join!). Pick whichever
sport you played in middle school
or whichever one has the most
attractive players and get ready
to cheer!
After you pick your new favourite
sport, you'll need some merch from
the UBC bookstore. Want a T-birds
hoodie? That'll be $44.95. A T-birds
baseball cap? $34.95. T-birds jacket?
$79.95. Two T-bird sticks to bang
together to make noise? $5.95 each,
and you need two. After you spend
an exorbitant amount of your student
loan money on Thunderbirds swag,
you can cry into your $24.95 stuffed
Thunderbird. Don't forget to get
a map to find your way around
Thunderbird Park.

Next is actually going to a game.
It's always easy to watch a game
from home, but why do that when
you can go see a game in person.
Bring all the merchandise you
bought, paint your face blue and
do some vocal exercises to prepare
for yelling. Learn some cool chants
to pump up the team, like the UBC
March. With lyrics like 'You stand
for aye, between the mountains
and the sea; All through life's way,
we'll sing "Kla-how-yah Varsity"'
it will really liven up the crowd!
If you're the kind of person
who likes to watch sports at a
sports bar, just make yourself
feel like you're at a bar by
getting drunk before a game.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
lWait
!;
5 Playgroups;
10 German river;
14 Whip;
15 Nautical direction;
16 Roughly;
17 Architectural pier;
18 Sarge's superior;
19 Division word;
20 Dwells;
22 Sleeping chamber;
24 Capture;
25 "The Bells" poet;
26 Sudden convulsion;
29 Trauma ctrs.;
32 Horselike African mammal;

36 Killer whale;
37 Prima ballerina;
39Stimpy'spal;
40 In spite of;
43"
Beso" (1962 hit);
44 Elevated;
45 Mideast airline;
46 Inward feeling;
48 El
(Spanish hero);
49 Greeting;
50 Explosive stuff;
52 Eat dinner;
53 Engender;
57 Republic in W Africa;
61 Venture;
62 Boring tool;
64Henpecks;
65 Historic times;

66 Street show;
67 Greek god of love;
68 Chow;
69 Luges;
70 Actress Laura;
DOWN

42

II"
•

S3

33

36

46

13

1'

26

43

•2

"
,.

£

27

*1

.
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1 Banned apple spray;
2 Sensible;
3 Ballpark figs.;
4 Portable power saw;
5 Biblical spy;
6 Mil. addresses;
7
Canals;
8 Chicago paper, for short;
9 Exorbitant;
10 Evening affair;
11 Cartoonist Peter;
12 Respecting;
13 Chamber;
21 Block;
23 Group of 12;
26 Loudness units;
27 Plain writing;
28 Follow, as advice;
29 Moral principle;
30 Martini's partner;
31 Located;
33 Edible European flatfish;
34 Pertaining to the kidneys;
35
Saxon;
37 Zeta follower;
38 Boy;
41 "Goodnight" girl;
42 Intensified;
47 Emphasis;
49 Embrace;
51 Rips;
52 Fathers;
53
fixe (obsession);
54 Japan's first capital;
55 Spoiled child;
56 Twofold;
57 Call for;
58 Almost unobtainable;
59 Aviation pioneer Sikorsky;
60 Org.;
63 College sr.'s test;

9
1 3 6

6

9
1

8
5
9 7
8
2
6
6
9
4
2
3
4
8
7
9
2 4
5 8 6
5
8
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Mondays at Mahony's!
Let Your Inner C M l S k f f Shine!

H e y U B C ! Do you like to sing in the shower?
Well, then you're going to love Mondays at Mahony's!
WHERE: UBC Mahony & Sons 5990 University Blvd, 7-9 pm
WHEN: First 3 Mondays are September 17, 24, and October 1
ADMISSION: $10
Mention this ad and receive 20% off the first 3 Mondays!

Just Show Up!
It's like singing in the shower
with 50 new friends!
No Music Experience Necessary!

Lee@LeeHayesVOX.com

»
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ALL SEPTEMBER
OWG/MU6 omt/G#r
SELECT WOPS. WELL MGHBALLQ
&mUQEMNE
METROPOLE
COMMUNITY
PUB
320 ABBOTT STREET

B lMIN l'S
P U B L I C HOUSE
201 0 WEST 4TH AVE

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY 2-4PM

$4 CRAFT BEER

WHADDUP
MON A CASE OF THE MUNCHIES
1/2 OFF ENTREES 5-9PM WITH A BEVERAGE!

TUE TACO TUESDAYS
$2.50 TACOS & $5 BOTTLES OF CORONA

WED KOERNER'S KARAOKE
$4 TEQUILA SHOTS & $5 MOSCOW MULES

THU BAD & BOOZY
$6.50 GIANT BEERS, $4 JACK DANIELS,
& $4.50 STUDENT LIFE COCKTAILS

ERI FRIG ME UP FRIDAYS
$20 HEY Y'ALL OR PARALLEL 49 BUCKETS OF 4
$5 APEROL SPRITZ HAPPY HOUR 4-6

KOERNEfWUB
at the corner of West Mall & NW Marine

